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Abstract
Much attention is now given on producing quality graduates. Therefore, outcome-based education (OBE) in
teaching and learning is now being implemented in Malaysia at all levels of education especially at higher
education institutions. For implementing OBE, the design of curriculum and courses should be based on
specified outcomes. Thus, the challenge for the assessment is that it should be capable of measuring whether
intended outcomes have been achieved or not. Likely, by assisting lecturer in preparing examination paper that
aligns with the specified outcomes is something that can help to ensure the implementation of OBE. Hence, this
paper describes the development of a tool for generating question examination paper based on learning outcomes,
called Learning Outcome-based Question Examination paper Tool (LoQET). LoQET is proposed for assisting
lecturer in Universiti Putra Malaysia for preparing examination paper based on programme outcomes and
learning outcomes set in the teaching plan and assessment entries.
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1. Introduction
Outcome-based education (OBE) is an approach to education in which decisions about the curriculum are driven
by the exit learning outcomes (LO) that the students should display at the end of the course (Davis, 2003). LO as
‘being something that student can do now that they could not do previously’ are changes in people as a result of
learning experience (Watson, 2002). In contrast to traditional education, this approach particularly concerns on
preparing students for life and work after graduate. OBE focuses on what the students can actually learn from the
course and how to help students learn it and able to reproduce what was taught. For assessing the OBE, the
chosen assessment methods should be able to measure how much and how well the students have learnt from the
course. Therefore, the course teaching plan and course assessments are attentively created to support the
intended learning outcomes that have been set out for the particular course.
OBE can serve as a benchmark to measure a success of a university (Mohayidin et al., 2008). Thus, the
implementation of OBE is to ensure that the academic programmes, delivery systems, assessment methods and
the graduates are of high quality. Therefore, there is a crucial need for supporting tools to assists universities in
implementing OBE successfully in teaching and learning. Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) is one of the public
universities in Malaysia that has implemented OBE approach in its teaching and learning strategy since year
2006 (CADe, 2009). Since then, UPM has upgraded its e-learning systems where many new modules have been
introduced in the existing system in order to support OBE implementation. Thus far, the existing
technology-based tools and efforts are mainly focus on activities related to administration work and student.
However, efforts are continuously made by UPM to improve the system. As part of UPM community, we were
motivated to propose a tool that is essential for implementing and achieving OBE. Hence, we proposed a tool
called LOs-based Question Examination Tool (LoQET), which aims to help UPM’s lecturer to compose
questions examination paper align with learning outcomes and program outcome set in the course teaching plan
and assessment entries. This tool is intended to give benefits to UPM’s lecturers specifically and other
universities that implementing OBE generally. Some of the significant benefits are:
–

To reduce the amount of time in preparing examination paper, and emphasis should be given to assign each
question with suitable learning outcomes
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To improve the quality of examination paper by assigning each question with suitable learning outcomes
that need to be achieved by the course.

This paper focuses on the development of LoQET prototype for the UPM. The activities conducted in this
development are based on the common activities involved in software development methodologies. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the following section, we provide a brief background of OBE
and its implementation in UPM. Section 3, describes the activities conducted in developing LoQET. Section 4,
discusses the findings based on the conducted development and evaluation. Finally, in Section 5, we draw
conclusions and put forward future directions.
2. Background
Some overview of OBE and the implementation of OBE in Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) are given in this
section.
2.1 OBE Approach in Malaysia
OBE is now being implemented in Malaysia at all levels of education especially at higher education institutions.
In Malaysia, the paradigm shift to OBE is driven by the Malaysia Quality Agency (MQA) at the Ministry of
Education, Malaysia (MoE). This agency is responsible for developing and implementing a national framework
for education. The nine LOs as determined by the MoE which are Knowledge, Psychomotor/Practical/Technical
Skills, Critical Thinking and Scientific Approach, Communication Skills, Social Skills/Teamwork/Responsibility,
Life Long Learning and Information Management, Managerial and Entrepreneurial Skills, Professionalism,
Values, Attitudes and Ethics and Leadership Skill. While, the seven soft-skills or known as Kemahiran Insaniah
(KI) that need to be adopted in the program are Communication Skill, Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Skill, Teamwork Skill, Continuous Learning and Information Management, Entrepreneurship Skill, Moral and
Professional Ethic, and Leadership Skill. To be in line with the ministry’s objectives, most of public universities
in Malaysia have made decision to adopt the OBE approach in their teaching and learning strategy. The
significant efforts (e.g., Mohayidin et al., 2008; Jaafar et al., 2008; Shariff et al., 2011) have been continuously
done to ensure that OBE is successfully implemented.
2.2 OBE Implementation in UPM
The MoE’s learning outcomes become the base of UPM’s programme outcome (PO). Program outcomes (PO)
are the outcomes that students should have achieved by graduation time. UPM has emphasized that the
curriculum design and development should be based on the specified outcomes. In which, each course in the
particular programme must contribute to the achievement of the PO. Each course should determine the LO and
KI that can be measured by each of the student. It was the decision of the curriculum planners that specified
learning outcomes of each course (course LO) comprises of three learning domains; Cognitive, Psychomotor and
Affective. In addition, the KIs should be embedded in the curriculum as part of UPM continuous efforts to
ensure graduates able to adapt to any economic situations and seek for employment. Where, one to three KIs
must be embedded in each course.
In order to know what the students are learning, and about the extent to which they are meeting the LO and KI, is
via assessments. In UPM, the course assessment is continuous starting from first week until the end of semester.
Essential information on student achievement is analysed at the end of the course learning process and
assessment. The LOs can be assessed by using variety of assessment methods such as, test, final examination,
quiz, assignment, project, and peer-assessment. As for paper based examination, the important information that
should take into account in the paper is the question relationships with PO, LO, and its level.
2.3 Technology-based OBE Supporting Tools in UPM
UPM has provides a system called Student Information System or e-SMP in order to support activities in
teaching and learning. The e-SMP offers few modules that facilitate lecturers, administrations, as well as
students. Some of the main modules are student registration, course assessment, and course teaching plan.
Furthermore, UPM has also plans and progressively develop more modules to be integrated to e-SMP in
supporting the implementation of OBE. Since e-SMP provides a lot of facilities and information, thus, it
motivates us to utilize the available information and data to help ensuring the implementation of OBE. At the
same time, to enhance the e-SMP functionalities and help in reducing lecturer’s efforts. In which, preparing
examination paper is not only a repetitive and time consuming process, it is also challenging when the emphasis
should been given to assign each question with suitable LO. Therefore, we propose a tool for assisting lecturer in
preparing examination paper, called LOs-based Question Examination Tool (LoQET). The tool empowers the
lecturer to generate effective and better quality examination paper in a very short span of time thus allowing the
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lecture to be more produuctive for otheer workloads. The tool allow
ws generating a draft of an examination paper
p
based on parameters (ii.e., LO, com
mpetency levell and assessm
ment entry) w
which are avaiilable in LoQ
QET’s
repository and e-SMP. The
T following ssection explainns in detail the activities invoolved in LoQE
ET developmen
nt.
3. LoQET
T Developmen
nt Methodologgy
The main aactivities carriied out for devveloping LoQE
ET are explaineed in this sectioon.
3.1 Analyssis
Before LooQET was desiigned, a diary study was connducted (Kam
maruddin, et al.., 2013) to dettermine the de
esired
requiremennts and the lim
mitations of exxisting system
m, e-SMP. The results of thee study have sshown the lectturers
understandding and experriences when uusing the existting system inn particularly thhe assessmentt module. The pilot
data and eexperiences gaathered from thhe participants have driven for the e-SM
MP functionalitiies to be imprroved
and extendded. One of thhe important asspects that we focused is onn the lecturer’ss current practiices. The results of
the study have given uss good insightts for LoQET’’s requirementts and design. LoQET’s reqquirements are also
gathered fr
from informal interviews
i
andd discussions w
with system’s sstakeholders. A
An overview oof LoQET is sh
hown
in Figure 1 to illustrate the boundary aand external enntities that interract with LoQE
ET.

F
Figure 1. LoQE
ET and externaal entities
The LoQE
ET’s main functional requireements are illuustrated in a uuse case diagraam as in Figuure 2. The use case
diagram shhows the actorrs (i.e., Lectureer and e-SMP) that interact w
with LoQET fuunctionalities ((the use cases). The
e-SMP willl provide inpuut regarding onn course teachiing plan and coourse assessmeent percentagee entries. This input
will be innformed to thee lecturer wheen she/he wannts to composse a question paper for thee particular co
ourse.
Lecturer sshould also abble to export qquestion paperr, reset or reorrganize the quuestion paper and view que
estion
paper. Othher basic and coommon functionalities, suchh as create, retrrieve, update, aand delete are also offered.

Figure 2. LoQ
QET’s use case diagram
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Initially, a paper-based prototype
p
(as sshown in Figuure 3) is develooped to illustraate the overvieew of the LoQ
QET’s
functionaliities. The papeer-based protottype is also useeful to generatte ideas and to understand thhe business pro
ocess.
The gatheered functionnal and non--functional reequirements w
were documennted in LoQ
QET Requirem
ments
Specificatiion. Some of thhe non-functioonal requiremeents stated conncern about LoQET’s perform
mance, security
y and
other qualiity attributes.

Fiigure 3. LoQE
ET paper-basedd prototype
3.2 Designn and Implemeentation
This section describes LoQET’s archhitectural desiign, and compponents desiggn to support the functiona
alities
identified in the analysiss phase. The arrchitectural design of LoQET
T is separated into three layeers shown in Figure
4.

F
Figure 4. LoQE
ET’s architectuure design
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Figure 5 shhows related components
c
deeveloped in thee LoQET and T
Table 1 describbes in detail off each component.

Figure 5. LoQE
ET’s componennt diagram
Descriptions of LoQET’s com
mponents
Table 1. D
Compoonent

Descripttion

LoQET
Tui

The com
mponent shouuld provide a user-friendlyy user interfface design for
f
lecturerss.

CompooseQues

The com
mponent shouldd provide a m
main feature off LoQET to coompose a set of
questionn, which alignns with learninng outcomes and program outcomes. Th
he
feature inncludes creatinng, deleting orr editing these questions.

ManageePaper

The com
mponent shouldd allow the leccturer to add, ddelete and edit an examinatio
on
paper deetails.

ExportP
Paper

The com
mponent shouldd allow the leccturer to exporrt composed exam paper in to
several fformats such as pdf and txt.

Authorization

The com
mponent shouldd verify the useer login.

DB

The com
mponent shoulld store LoQE
ET data onto tables (develloped based on
o
classes)

ure 7
Some of thhe implementeed functionalitties are shownn in the screennshots (Figure 6 and 7). Figuure 6 and Figu
show the iimplementationn of use case ffor composingg a question paaper. User (i.e., lecturer) is reequired to sele
ect an
assessmennt type from a list of assessm
ment types obtaained from e-S
SMP. The POss’ mark distribuutions and LO
Os are
also obtainned from e-SM
MP based on thhe selected asssessment type. A list of keyw
words will be ddisplayed base
ed on
the selecteed LO. By haaving these feeatures, it willl ensure that each questionn will be assiggned with learrning
outcome tthat need to be
b achieved by the course. In addition, user can givee title for the question paper as
reference.
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Figure 7. C
Compose a queestion (select kkeyword for thee LO)
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Figure 8 shhows a screensshot that displaays a list of coomposed questtion papers andd the implemenntation of othe
er use
cases. This screen proviides user with features to viiew, copy, editt, and delete thhe composed paper. User iss also
able exporrt the composeed paper to Woord format.

Figgure 8. List of ccomposed queestion papers
p
with a monitoring ffeature. In whiich, user will bbe able to view
w a summary of
o the
As an addiition, user is provided
question ppaper as shownn in Figure 9. This summaryy is useful to eensure the com
mposed questioon paper is aliigned
with the PO
Os and LOs foor that course.

F
Figure 9. Summ
mary of Question Paper
LoQET prrototype is devveloped using tthe, PHP and M
MySQL softwaare and runninng on Apache T
Tomcat server. The
PHP is useed for implem
menting the com
mponents in thhe presentationn layer and appplication layerr while, MySQ
QL is
for managing the database.
4. Discusssions
During thee study conduucted in the annalysis phase, our team has identified som
me features andd design of e-SMP
that need tto be improvedd. Specifically in supporting LoQET’s funcctionalities, in which, LoQET is mainly de
epend
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on data from e-SMP. Thus, some modification and adjustment to e-SMP database design need to be considered.
The database design should be modifiable and expandable for future enhancement. The improvement that should
be made is not only to support LoQET but also beneficial to other new modules that can be integrated with
e-SMP in the future.
For LoQET development, the analysis and design stages were involving users is an iterative and rapid
prototyping development cycle. In rapid prototyping, LoQET prototype are developed which can be quickly
modified in line with users’ evaluation and feedbacks. System testing and experts’ review were also conducted to
evaluate the final product. System testing aims to ensure that all the provided functionalities are functioning and
implemented as in the proposed design. This testing was conducted by the developer and research team members.
All the necessary modification required are fixed and done before the system is release for experts’ review.
While for the experts’ review, LoQET was introduced and demonstrated to a group of lecturers as the group of
experts. They were given for a week to evaluate the functionalities of the system. Suggestions for improvement
were proposed both during the evaluation. The suggestions were regarding LoQET’s functionalities and the
interface design. The conclusion of the experts’ review was that LoQET does help lecturer and provide basic
facilities in preparing examination paper according to the POs and LOs set in e-SMP. However, they have also
highlighted some functionality that need to be improved in order to achieve OBE objectives to the fullest. Given
that LoQET is a prototype, thus, in order to deploy and integrate it in the real environment required a thorough
study on the design, as well as software and hardware to be used.
The development of LoQET requires deep understanding on the business process and procedures of the domain.
Thus, high involvement of lecturers, and knowledge and skill of the development team are essential. Agile
development methodology seems a better choice for this particular situation. Based on our experience, we have
spent a lot of time and effort at design stage. Even though the functional requirements are clear and firm,
however, designing the system to fulfilling the functionalities is quite challenging. Feedbacks from users were
important input for this stage. A few iterations of design have been made to improve the final design.
5. Conclusion
This paper describes the development of LOs-based Question Examination Tool (LoQET), for assisting lecturer
in preparing examination paper based on POs and LOs set in the teaching plan and assessment entries. The main
requirements and design elements are emphasized in the development activities. Some issues that need to be
considered for the development are also discussed. Hopefully, those can act as guidelines on developing such
system.
LoQET empowers lecturer to generate effective and better quality examination paper in a short span of time and
allowing the lecturer to be more productive for other workloads. Our current and future work direction aims to
develop a comprehensive assessment system that will facilitate implementation of OBE in higher institutions.
The undergoing project is a system, called Examination Management System (EMaS), which aims to support
supervision, execution, and evaluation of the examination paper. LoQET is part of EMaS and come together with
other modules that aim to assist administration in managing and monitoring the implementation of OBE in the
examination paper, and generate reports on student’s performance and OBE achievement.
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